
 

Round and About - By Judas Iscariot 

The sun came out in Brighton yesterday to welcome delegates and more 
stars of yesteryear that have come back to haunt us including retired 
MENDICANT giants JOHN McCREADIE and FRANK BONNER who have 
joined their comrade TERRY ADAMS to give their decades of experience 
and advice to JANICE & Co  on the question of the 2009 DGS and AGS 
elections. HUGH LANNING, the current DGS and a supporter of the PCS 
Democrats faction says that he is quite happy to stand on a joint ticket with 
the Grandees and swap posts with LEON BAUGH as he’s only got another 
few years to go providing he keeps his current salary and all the juicy 
overseas trips he’s been bagging for the past five years. 

Chelsea Fan Last Night  
Somewhere in Brighton 4TM held what purported to be a secret “victory” rally last night in that hotel 

with all the flags. 54 or so cheering nonentities applauded more calls for “one more push for 2009” from 
MOIRA CAMPBELL, RAT BOY, HOWARD FULLERSHIT and MOFFAT. There was an enthusiastic 
response to the report that a number of branches had sent email responses to the 4TM leaflet at 
Conference (the only one they’ve produced) pledging support. No full-timers attended. No scapegoats 
were sacrificed and the “silver” collection raised £110. 

But that evening the hopes of millions of Chelsea fans watching their team from Brighton to Bukhara 
faded like the setting sun over the pier. One of them was MICKEY DUGGAN who caught the 4.00 am 
flight to Moscow to see his team die at the hands of Manchester United during the penalty shoot-out. 
Still, he’s well used to the taste of bitter defeat. 

We’ve also had to welcome the usual posse of full-time parasites from FALCONCREST including 
loathsome and censorious NIGEL PIERCE who was responsible for banning access to the PFL website 
(www.pflcpsa.com) at PCS Headquarters. Last year the apparatchiks got subbed the whole week at 
conference. This year the freeloading has been judiciously cut back to just one day. 

We should draw your attention to Motion D512 that deals with the above as an equal opportunities 
issue. Aside from the horrendous typo “PAL CAPS” which can be put down to the limited AI of the 
spellchecker and a somnolent proof reader, it is a worthy motion. “D” marking means that the matter can 
be dealt with by correspondence, so it won’t get debated today. The proposing Branch will no doubt keep 
us informed of progress.  
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More from the smirk filled rooms… 

Some full-timers don’t even qualify for the single day. North of the border MICHAEL McCANN is still 
lingering in exile where he’s just been admonished for going along with a no-strike agreement between 
the Scottish Prison Service TU Side and Scottish Prison Service contrary to  PCS national policy. PCS 
represents prison governors and senior managers in Scotland. McCann has also been slammed for 
being rude to SERWOTKA in correspondence and whatever hopes he ever had for the No 1 Scottish 
Officer job have been finally dashed because DANNY WILLIAMSON is going to get it when EDDIE 
REILLY, who’s had a stroke, retires on health grounds in a few weeks time.  

But well done to fellow Scot and DWP Group VP ALAN BROWN who has appeared in the Who’s Who in 
Scotland, an annual biographical dictionary published since 1986 which features short biographies of 
“notable Scots”. But the reason for his elevation is because he was mistakenly contacted by the 
publishers, CARRICK MEDIA, who had confused him with another Alan Brown, who is a retired senior 
manager in Jobcentreplus.  Our ALAN filled in the questionnaire and now he’s in the book, much to 
chagrin of JANICE who is far senior and has, thus far, failed to appear in the Scottish Who’s Who, 
though to be fair, she is not Scottish. 

And it’s farewell to TANSY FELTIS. The SOCIALIST WANKER harpy has taken 
voluntary redundancy and leaves the service at the end of the month. Now the 
hopes of the revolutionary left in London rest entirely on the shoulders of JOEL 
HIRSCH.  

Joel Hirsch, last great 
hope for London SWP 

Talking of which the INDEPENDENT LEFT have launched a new whisper campaign 
against 4TM at Conference. CHARLIE McDONALD has recently found out that there 

have been secret talks between leading members of LUNITY and 4TM in DWP over 
the past year. Back in September 2007 BIG JOHN McINALLY of LUNITY met 

MOIRA CAMPBELL and RACHEL BARROWCLOUGH of 4TM at Wortley Hall during a GEC “away” 
weekend in South Yorkshire. The Grandees suggested that 4TM could join the DWP BIG TENT and the 
NEC slate if their GEC members agreed to send written pledges to respect “union democracy”, PCS 
Conference decisions and not provoke another RAMSBLADDER affair. The talks were inconclusive but 
they were resumed in December when ALAN BROWN of LU met WILLIE SAMUELS of 4TM. The 
Grandees repeated their offer but the DWP 4TM, who in any case could not speak for LES PRIESTLEY, 
JAKE WILDE or others outside the DWP, declined because they believed they were going to bag loads 
of seats on the back of what they called the Moderati “surge”.  

CHARLIE SLOAN (DWP BRADFORD) has once again not disappointed his fans at Conference. He’s 
now sporting a new “individual” hair style. Last year he skulked around with a rockabilly rebel haircut 
like a cross between a monochrome deck chair and a racoon’s arse that was the Bradford coiffure 
fashion for 2007. Now he’s got a shaven head with a duck’s arse blond quiff and his BEC wants to 
discuss whether he’s brought the branch into disrepute. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EXCLUSIVE: SHEFFIELD BRANCH WEBSITE NOT SHUT DOWN BY HQ –  
“I DID IT” CONFESSES BETRAYED WEBMASTER 
(From the INDY wires: www.network54.com/Forum/600355/)  
(Posted by “Alex” in response to our disclosure yesterday) 
The Branch website was not closed by PCS it was closed by me. I don’t know whose telephone number you have? The 
site is closed until the Branch can either find the funds to run the site professionally or they can find some else with 
the knowledge to run the site. It is with the deepest regreat(sic) that I have taken this action. 
The next time the Sheffield BEC make a decision to sack an officer or any one they should at least talk to them.  
I consider my self betrayed, by the very people I considered my friends! 
Ps Lee - I would keep a close eye on the people trying to claim other expenses such has Child Care etc. 
Alex 
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FINANCIAL REPORT 

PCS – Another World is Possible 

Shareholders at the Annual General Meeting of 
PCS plc gave another resounding vote of 
confidence in the current Board and the team of 
directors led by Mrs Janice Godrich.   Managing 
Director Marek Serwotka reported that PCS plc 
continued to show a trading profit for the past 
financial year. The balance sheet was equally 
healthy showing that the company was able to 
maintain satisfactory liquid assets guaranteeing 
the ability of PCS plc to respond instantly to any 
hostile takeover bids. 

 The Democracy Alliance asset portfolio 
is not exposed to the derivatives market and, as a 
result the company is well placed to ride out the 
Sub Prime storm. PCS’ network of retail outlets 
and service stations retained their market share 
year despite the current UK inflationary trends 
triggered by the sub-prime crisis and the soaring 
price of Brent crude which off-set continuing 
losses in other sectors including the ailing 4TM 
plant and Planet Caucus chain which was 
rebranded in 2007 as the Independent Left. 

 Chief Accountant Dave Nobody 
explained that while the overall position 
remained stable the stark reality of the market 
had forced the Board to take some harsh 
decisions to ensure the continued success of the 
enterprise. Mr Kevin Kelly was released from 

the Board together with his secretary Ms Sevi 
Yesidalli following disagreements over 
permissable expenses. The Board had considered 
proposals for the redevelopment of the 
Falconcrest complex over the year but at this 
point negotiations have stalled. The Board 
considered developments in Scotland following 
the election of the new Scottish Nationalist 
government and implemented a new plan which 
had led to the relocation of Mrs Moira Campbell 
and Mr Danny Williamson, who have retired 
from their directorships and are expected to take 
up rewarding consultancy roles later in the year.  

Mr Nobody noted that the Board had been 
disappointed at the continuing poor out-turn 
from the 4TM plant and Planet Caucus. The 
Board had hoped that the recent merger with the 
Moderati brand would boost sales but 4TM 
consistently missed targets throughout the past 
financial year. Planet Caucus sales slumped 
although this had been anticipated and its 
continued viability remains in question. 

Mr Steven Richardson 
(Durham regional sales) was 
nominated for a gold watch 
on his retirement in 
acknowledgment of his years 
of diligent work and loyal 
service to PCS plc and its 
predecessors. 

Mr Richardson 

************************************************************************************************* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Tomorrow’s Communiqué 
 

Boris Johnson to replace ‘bendy’ Tube 
 

Scientists develop Condom Flavoured Fruit 
 

Russia sends 70,000 football fans to England in tit-for-tat expulsions 
 

Population of China promise never to try all jumping at the same time again 
 

Cult members confused when leader announces the dawning of the age of Aquariums 
 

BBC News “website” to “put everything” in “quotation marks” “by 2010” 
 

Britain's Homeless Told to "Think Outside the Box"
 

5th little Piggie finally cures incontinence 
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Porcine Aviation Corner 
You heard it here first. If we were to succeed in persuading the 
Government that catastrophic data breaches can never be the 
subject of criminal prosecution (A76) AND we also persuade 
them to write off all accidental overpayments (A78) one useful 
consequence could be a planned increase in the number of 
such accidents. That's one way round the pay squeeze. The 
PFL commission, should anyone choose to implement this 
plan, is a very reasonable 1%.

 
Least usd Cnfrnc Txt Msg Abrv8ns 
IGNRI    I'll get the next round in 
IDBCME  I didn’t bother claiming my expenses 
PSQJQA   Please Stop Quoting John Quincy Adams 
IFTPMPOA  I forgot to put my pants on again 

PFL Command debriefs retired agents 
 Macreadie and Bonner  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PFLCPSA News 

GOOD CONQUERS EVIL IN 
BLOODY MASSACRE 
by Mike Hemingway 
LAST NIGHT the Forces of Good 
ambushed the Forces of Evil and hacked 
them to death where they slept, unarmed. 
And then hacked the corpses to pieces 
where they lay, unlegged. 
 
      However, the Good Minister of 
Defence today confirmed reports that 
there are still “pockets of Evil scattered 
across the globe” and these “will be 
actively hunted down like dogs,” and 
when caught, will be, “drawn and 
quartered by the Good people and paraded 
through the streets - their Evil guts 
spilling out over their Evil hands.” 

Are you a victim of MIND CONTROL? No?  
Ah, but if it was any good, you would say that wouldn't you!  
 
Many people are unaware that their actions and thoughts are 
being directed to suit the agendas of shadowy agencies. Do 
you, for example, trust the NEC? or your fellow delegates? 
Members of other factions? Members of your own faction? 
Members of your own family?  

Do you feel that you cannot control your life? Do you 
sometimes have trouble sleeping and, at other times?  

If you have experienced any of these symptoms, or even 
none, then your mind is being controlled - Right Now.  
How does that make you feel? 

Agents continue to dribble in news but conference today has shrunk to an impotent shadow of its former 
glory. Gone are the days of pitched battles on the conference floor, with treacherous last minute loyalty 
transfers following shadowy deals in smoke filled rooms in the upper reaches of the Grand, or 
somewhere more sordid beneath the hulk of the West Pier. Delegates laboured under the fevered 
impression that their battles mattered in those days. They were wrong, of course, but at least it kept us 
awake. Today, there is no such illusion. The apparatchiks have achieved their dream of unchallenged 
control. The Lunatics are in charge of the asylum.  

But Siblings - let us not be down-hearted. Ten years of catastrophic failure is just the beginning! 

With your support and our dedication to the cause, the PFL will continue to lead the struggle to escape 
the tyranny of reality. Donate your way to Victory! Just £5 will fuel an old codger for almost an hour as 
he relives the battles of his youth in any one of the nearby watering holes. £10 will pay for an entire T-
Shirt in the size and colour of your choice. Especially if your choice is white.  

If you’re new to conference, today, where were you yesterday? And have you handed your note into the 
Headmistress? Other than that, all you need to know is right here. If it isn’t in the Communiqués, it didn’t 
happen. It is customary, when passing the PFL distribution centre, to pay obeisance and a few coins to 
the Imams who will politely ignore you. Indulgences are available in return for folding money only. 

Business hours coincide almost exactly with the Conference timetable. Nobody knows why. In any case, 
final briefing continues to take place in the OLD SHIT at 10.30 pm every evening. Late news can be 
emailed or phoned to the usual addresses and numbers. If you need to know them, ask an Imam. 

You shall be fuel for the fire, your blood shall flow throughout the land.  You shall not be remembered, for I, the LORD, have spoken.   
(Ezekiel 21:33‐37 NAB) 
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